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Land & Water Awarded Gold Standard Constructionline Certification
Land & Water is delighted to have been awarded the Gold Standard
Constructionline certification.
This is a huge achievement for Land & Water, who previously held the Silver Standard
Constructionline certification and have been working hard over the past few months
to achieve a higher certification level.
Constructionline is the UK’s leading procurement and supply chain management
service, helping construction companies and tier one contractors choose the best
suppliers for their project.
The transition from silver to gold means that Land & Water can now provide better
and faster support for their commercial partners, while bringing an added layer of
confidence for new customers who may be looking for contractors to partner with. It
also means that Land & Water has secured an extended Verified PQQ; aligning with
other gold level members on our ability to abide by legislation in areas such as
Modern Slavery, Anti-bribery and Corruption and Equal Opportunities.
In addition to the Gold certification, Land & Water has also received the Acclaim
accreditation. This means that tier one contractors can now be assured that Land &
Water’s own sustainability goals, policies, procedures and health & safety objectives
are in line with their agendas and standards.
Commenting on Land & Water’s newly achieved Gold Standard Constructionline
certification, Jayne Hornsby, Head of Estimating and Business Development at Land
& Water, said “We’re delighted to have achieved the Gold Standard
Constructionline certification in recognition of the quality and reliable service we
offer to tier one contractors and other partners here at Land & Water. The team has
worked extremely hard over the past few months to achieve this certification. We’re
looking forward to continuing work with our partner contractors and starting new
relationships with those that this accreditation opens the doors to”.
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NOTES TO EDITOR
About Land & Water
Land & Water, are award-winning inland waterway and coastal civil and
environmental engineers based in the UK. Throughout their 40-year history, their name
has become synonymous with finding creative and effective solutions to complex
challenges in the specialist environment where land and water meet. Often working
in complex or sensitive habitats, their work is always completed with sympathy to the
local surroundings, people and the environment.
www.land-water.co.uk
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